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+ Marsden Research Project

+ $350,000 over 3 years

+ Media Sociology and Design Research

+ Digital Media Lab Victoria University

+ 40 Participants from Weta Digital

+ Expanded to 13,000 Global VFX migrants

Project Overview



What are the Digital Workshops of the World?

+ Hollywood VFX Production

+ AAA Game Studios

+ Major Advertising VFX

+ Cut Scene Games VFX



Digital workshops: movies, ads, games





Project Origins

The Cinemas of Transactions
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Characterised by

Mass production and consumption of mechanically 
reproduced image.

Representation of the newly emerging spaces of modernity.

The emergence of a new relationship between mechanically 
reproduced objects/spaces and mechanically reproduced 

representations of these objects/spaces.

The Cinema of Attractions

The Cinemas of Transactions
Characterised by

Individuated consumption of the algorithmically searchable 
and database storable image.

Fabrication of the new digitally engineered spaces of 
audiovisual culture. 

The emergence of a new relationship between product 
design engineered objects/spaces and digital reproduction 
and access to these objects/spaces.



Film appeared as one attraction on the vaudeville programme, surrounded by
a mass of unrelated acts in a non-narrative and even nearly illogical
succession of performances. Even when presented in the nickelodeons that
were emerging at the end of this period, these short films always appeared in
a variety format, trick films sandwiched in with farces, actualities, ‘illustrated
songs’, and, quite frequently, cheap vaudeville acts.
Tom Gunning, ‘The Cinema of Attractions’

Attraction as Advertisement: Advertisements as Attractions



Attraction as Advertisement

Dewars Its Scotch, 1897
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Where is the Data?

There isn’t even small data here

















+ Post-celluloid, digital effects increasingly function not only
as one-time components of a movie but as asset
libraries and source code development projects for future
features, advertisements and games.

+ At present these audio-visual industries are treated by
much academic research as separate and distinct
entities while the professionals, skills and tech R&D that
underpin them overlap.

+ As games and advertisements become more
sophisticated, growing numbers of digital image
industries professionals are coming from, and going to,
their partner industries.

+ While audio-visual industries of the past have long been
subject to labour mobility, the skills, software and source
code that constitute emergent digital industries form a
new thread stitching previously distinct industries
together.

Primary Premises of DWW Project



+Software

+Source Code

+Skills



+ To what extent are visual effects skills transferable
between movies, advertisements and games
production?

+ How much industrial migration is taking place and
can we see patterns?

+ How much geographic migration is taking place and
can we see patterns?

+ What role does code and coding play in the visual
effects economy?

+ How do digital attractions function as promotional
vehicles for their production companies and the
cognative labourers who create them?

Primary Questions



+ What does this mean for New Zealand?







Data visualisation of migration patterns
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Migration Visualisation 1.0



Migration Visualisation 1.0



Designing the Interface

Universal Pictures Logo



Designing the Interface



Peer-to-peer corresponds to the
objective needs of the new craft
structure of cognitive labour. Cognitive
workers are no longer primarily
engaged in long-term factory work but
have very flexible career paths, by
choice or necessity, which require
them to change from being wage
labourers to independent freelance
consultants to entrepreneurs and back
again. Under conditions of chosen or
forced flexibility, workers have an
objective interest in being networked
to gain practical experience, social and
reputational capital, and access to
networks of exchange and solidarity.
Networked peer production is the best
avenue to obtain these advantages.

Michael Bauwens

The Emerging P2P Economy 





The promotional show reel





The vfx show reel as promotional attraction

Individual



Software Producer

The vfx show reel as promotional attraction



VFX House

The vfx show reel as promotional attraction



In recent months, worldwide dialogue in the visual effects community has
created a sense of urgency to address the complex pressures on artists and
facilities dealing with issues of frayed business models, financial instability,
and an increasingly “nomadic” workforce operating without a secure vision
of the future…The Visual Effects Society (VES), the industry’s professional
honorary society, is committed to using our resources and relationships to
support the industry we all love – and to seeking out workable solutions
during these especially challenging times.
Visual Effects Society Report 2013



Personally designed GUI as research tool ‘hall pass’ 



Organic Data Visualisation


















